Alliance 365 Agristar gets the Carrot!!

wear. (47 mm left on rear tires and 38 mm left on front
tires).

Customer:
Location:
Machine used:
Application:
Tires in use:

Guillaume Bouvard said “I m is very satisfied with the way
tires have performed. The tire provides very good traction
on field, great comfort and efficient self cleaning abilities.”

La SARL Bouvard Frères
Saint Bénigne 01, Centre East of France
Case CVX 230
Agriculture & Allied
A-365 710/70R38 171D
A-365 600/65R28 147D

La SARL Bouvard Frères is a contractor company doing
all sort of agricultural and roadwork.They are located in
Saint Bénigne 01, centre east of France. They have:
4 harvesters
6 tractors
3 trailers
1 slurry tanker
1 self-propelled sprayer
They are looking after 2000 hectares (all together) for
different services.
La SARL Bouvard started to use Alliance tires on a
trailer. As they were satisfied by the job done with Alliance
tires, they decided to try on others machines as well.
Alongwith their tire dealer, Guillaume Thevenin (Agripneu
Services), ATG showed and explained them the benefits and
different solutions they can have with Alliance tires.
They are using a special machine for harvesting carrot,
where their Case CVX 230 is working. Lot of traction is
required for this job. They fitted 710/70R38 A365 171D and
600/65R28 A365 147D. the Case CVX 230 is also used with
the slurry tanker.
The machine has run aproximately 1200 hours as of now and
the tires are still in very good condition and with low rubber

The customer also own a Joskin slurry tanker, 20 000
liters working with A-390, 750/60R30.5, 190D HD, inflated
with 5 bars. The tires give very good behavior in fields and
comfortable for road transfers.
Guillaume Bouvard (SARL Bouvard Frères, left) Saint Bénigne
01 and Guillaume Thevenin (Agripneu Services, right).

